
HOLIDAY HOMEWORK

GRADE 8N

ART INTEGRATED AND SUBJECT INTEGRATED

INSTRUCTION:- Design the first page of the Scrap book / file as the cover page containing your
name, class section , Roll number and a passport size photo.

1) Following subjects will be done in scrap book.

SCIENCE AND OPTIONAL

Subjects Homework

Science Research work to be done on the topic : 'Effects of some Natural
Phenomenon/ Calamities on the Biodiversity of Madhya Pradesh
and Bihar'

Under the following heads:

* Comparative study of flora and fauna of Madhya Pradesh and
Bihar. - Stick relevant pictures

* Effects of any two natural phenomena on the Biodiversity of
Madhya Pradesh and Bihar like Climate change, Effect on flora and
fauna etc.

* Bibliography

Arabic Draw/paste the pictures of Historical places of M.P & BIHAR using
the A4 size sheets and write 5 sentences about it in Arabic.

French Students will be doing comparison between M.P. and Bihar on the
basis of Cleanliness of the state/city and Pollution Control
Measures taking by the State Government.

▪ Students will draw/ paste the pictures related to the topic and they
will also do the graphic representation to show the comparison.

The conclusion will be in French. (Write-up in a paragraph)

2) Submit computer homework separately.

Computer Create a PowerPoint presentation on flora of Bihar with related
pictures, animation and transition .

Only 6 slides with name class and section.

Students can either make on desktop version or Google slides .



3) Following subjects will be submitted in a file.

MATHS , SOCIAL STUDIES AND HINDI

Subjects Homework

Maths Compare and contrast the literacy rate in M.P. and Bihar through
the double bar graph.

Social Studies Topic: Comparative Study of Literacy of Madhya Pradesh and
Bihar.

1)Write the literacy rate of MP and Bihar.

2)Research on the factors responsible for difference of literary
rate in Mp and Bihar.

3)Mark any three states each of high literacy rate and low literacy
rate as compared to MP and Bihar on the political map of India.

Hindi म�य �देश और �बहार के पारंप�रक पव� का तुलना�मक अ�ययन करते �ए करते
�ए कोलाज बनाइए।

4) Submit English brochure separately.

English Make a "Travel Brochure" for Madhya Pradesh and Bihar.Include
the following along with information and paste pictures.Make it
attractive and interesting.

- Tourist places

- Sightseeing spots

- Wildlife sanctuaries and National Parks

- Tourist Activities

- World Heritage sites.




